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ABSTRACT

In modem complex organization, the need for using infonnation in an organized manner can hardly

bc gained said particularly when all such organizations are suflhsed with enormous amount of staff

data. This project of a payroll system presents a solution to the need for the entire payment ofall the

staffmembers ofNational Enterprise Corporation.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the study

With increased popularity of computers and computerized system, the world has undergone many

changes in the information technology and more so in the field of computer science.

Due to man wanting to live a less complicated life, computer systems have been developed to

automate business, accounting and many others.

National enterprise corporation was established on 10° march 1989 by an act of parliament chapter

3 1 2, after NRA liberation war as the commercial arm of the Army, with view of re-deploying and

providing gainful employment to soldiers, who are involved in the war, and produce goods and

services for the army, with profits being used to improve the welfare of the soldiers. In 1 995

parliament passed a new statute, which mandated NEC to produce goods and services for the forces

on consumption. This is in conformity with the constitutional of requirement of creating a

productive force.

NEC has its headquarters located at plot 58,6° Street, industrial area as a holding company, which

acts as a coordinating unit for various subsidiaries that include; Luwero industries, NEC farm

katonga Ltd, NEC construction works and engineering Ltd, NEC pharmaceuticals Ltd. Due to the

fact that NEC has alot of subsidiaries that means it has very many employees. The information

system used in NEC is manual, there is use of paper files which are bulky sometimes, this leads to

delays of payment. some times with errors in salaries and thus putting the employees at risk of

failing to get their salaries.

1~2 Problem statement

The major problem is delay of salaries, which is caused by computations that are manually done.

These computations are also prone to errors. The whole process is tiresome and takes long. All this

can be solved by automating the system.



i .3 Objectives of the study

1.3.1 General objective.

To computerize a system which can speed up the process to enable employees get their salaries in

time.

1.3.2 Specific objectives.

The objectives are as follows:

1. To determine the requirements needed.

2. To design the software.

3. To install the designed software on a computer.

4. To test and implement the system for users.

1.4 Scope of study

The project was to cover the entire payment procedures of staff members of NEC and a lot of

information was to be got from the system administers’ office at NEC headquarters plot 58,6th

street, industrial area as a holding company. The study of the system was limited to the information

availed about NEC payroll. These categories of people were interviewed, the cashier, chief

accountant, accountant, two accounts clerks.

1.5 Significance of study

After identifying the problems in the underlying system, an automated computerized system was

developed, to curb the loopholes or weaki~esses in the manual payroll system. This system is speedy

in the calculations of the net salaries and no errors in the salaries. It also stores the NEC payroll

information very well.



CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Payroll structure

Most computer payroll system keeps track of details like computer payroll numbers, tax

identification numbers, district code, department or institution, county, bank code, sub county code,

name of employee, paying code, title of employee, run date, date of payment, gross pay. P.A.Y.E.,

graduated tax, N.S.S.F., taxable amount, free pay, basic pay, salary scale among other things. The

payroll also keeps track of ghost workers.

2.2 Information system review

Earlier research by (Quazi, 2002) indicates that information systems have taken a long time to

incubate and develop the world over. This can be traced back into the 1960’s when information

systems u ore beginning to he considered an important component in information handling.

This research began on the term information, which may be defined as,

A system designed to lower costs, increase productivity and improve customer awareness of the

products.

Additional research by (Soergel, 1995) indicates that an information management system is a

system, which identifies problems, acquires helpful information, entities and delivers them to those

who need it as follows;

Information must be provided in a timely manner and readily available to the user to

enhance timely dcci sion-making.

• Information has to be accurate and free from human and computer related errors.

• Good information reduces uncertainty.

Further research by (Ranjay and Garino, 2000) says that effective information can have a major

impact on corporate strategy and success. It could lead to:

(i) more efficient and effective control mechanisms

(ii) reduction in work force requirement

(iii) accuracy in methods

(iv) reduction in operational costs

(v) computer based information systems

-3



These are information systems. which include a computer system. A complete computer system will

he made up of people. procedures, input data, software and hardware.

Information technology and information systems have a role of helping to transform data and

knowledge into infonnation, which is useful for decision making, organizing and planning

businesses.

2.3 Data

(Geddes and Grosset, 1998) defined data as a jargon for information which can be groups of facts,

concepts, symbols, numbers, letters or instructions that can be used to communicate and make

decisions.

2.4 Management

(Nisar, 1997) defines management as a process in the sense of a sequence of operations or functions

necessary to achieve certain end results. He outlines the characteristics of a good and successful

management information system which includes flexibility, reliability, economy, helpfulness,

consistency, management oriented, integrated, sub-system concept, common database, relevance.

brevity and accuracy.

2.5 System Analysis and Design

(Owler and Browl, 1 993) explained the decision to introduce a computer system as a serious one

and the process on which such a decision is based is referred to as “system analysis, design and

implementation”. And the person responsible for that task is a “system analyst”.

(Pits Gerald and Fist. 1 987) (lefined system analysis as a process of analyzing a system with a

potential goal of improving it.

2.6 Database Management System

(Data, 2000) says a database management system. as a computerized information system is far more

superior over any manual system because it’s fast, effective and reliable, consistent and dependable

source of information.

4



CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Overview of methodology

This chapter presents the methods that were used to gather data such as interviews, observation,

reading manuals and questionnaires and studies that were taken to ascertain the viability of this

project like, technological, economical, schedule and operational feasibility.

3.2 Feasibility study

This was done by visiting the company headquarters and finding out if the conditions on the ground

are conducive and favorable to the development of this system. The areas that were analyzed are the

technological feasibility, economic feasibility and schedule feasibility. After having the discussion

with the executive they accepted the researcher to go on and research about their company.

3.2.1 Technological feasibility

The company has got 12 computers with specifications that can run the software to be developed:

~ Pentium 4 processor

Average RAM of 128Mb

• Processor speed of 900MHz

• There’s internet provided by INFOCOM and it means if need be for networking it will be

very easy to implement.

• There are many printers that are shared on the network

3.2.2 Operational feasibility

Out of the 10 available staff, four of them are computer literate and these will be in charge of

operating the system on a daily basis, however the Director promised to create a post specifically

for managing employee’s payment data. The other staffs that are not computer literate will be

tasked with training the other users that are illiterate.

3.2.3 Economical feasibility

The system was deemed to be of great importance to the company and these are the benefits that are

expected from it.

• The system should also be able to cater for payment of some workers on contract basis and

such workers should be deleted from Database when their respective contract cease or

expire and payment done.

5



The system should at the end of every month and year print out reports of how much money

has been spent on employees’ salaries and these reports should be submitted to the top

Administrators for decision making purposes.

• Accomplishment of tasks by staff promptly since the system will be properly organized.

The above benefits are expected 6 months after installation of the system as it may take this time for

everyone involved to adapt to the changes brought about by the system.

3.3 Methods of data collection

The researcher intends to use the following methods to collect data. Document review, interview

method. observation method, and questionnaires.

3.3.1 Document review.

Several documents about the current system were collected and read to give a clear picture about

the background of the organization and the current payroll system being used. In some documents

read that when the accounts clerks were entering and computing employee’s gross and net pay

numerous arithemetic errors were involved. This gave a clear picture that the current is tedious and

inefficient.

3.3.2 Interview method.

The researcher had to convince the management and hold talks with senior managers to really

convince or help then accept the new system. The interviewing method was chosen because of the

lb Ilowing.

• Its serious approach by respondent resulting in accurate information.

o Its good response rate.

a The researcher can get classifications where he/she does not understand.

A copy of all these questions has been attached as part of the appendix B in the project.

3.3.3 Observation method.

This was achieved through study and observation of the existing system used by the organization to

achieve their objectives. The researcher further gathered the user requirements and problems in the

existing system and finally what users preferred.

3.3.4 Questionnaires.

A set of questionnaires was designed and distributed among NEC staff with the aim of collecting

general information about the current system. After thorough analysis, the researcher will start to

Dome up with the design models on how the data will flow and how other parts of the system will

nteract with one another. This will be used because;

6



It’s relatively cheap.

• It can cover reasonably large numbers of people or organizations.

• It has high response rate — keep going till the required number.

3.4 System software design.

After thorough analysis, the researcher came up with the design models on how the data will flow

and how other parts of the system will interact with one another.

This has involved drawing up unified model language (UML) diagrams.

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is an open method used to specify, visualize, modify,

construct and document the artifacts of an object-oriented software intensive system under

development.

3.5 Implementation and testing.

Implement the detailed design in code.

Code review; the programmer explains the code to the review team.

Testing is an activity performed throughout software production; it’s performed at the end of each

phase, also performed before delivering the product to the client.

7



CHAPTER FOUR:

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, IMPLIMETATION AND TESTING

4.0 Overview.

In this chapter all the requirements needed for the system to be implemented which included

hardware, software and security, are looked upon. Implementation deals with the process of

converting the system specifications into executable program. System spec i fi cation involves

processes of software design and programming.

4.1 REQUIREMENT DEFINITION

This defines what is needed and not needed in the process of developing the project. This is divided

into two, functional and non—functional requirements.

4.1.1 Functional requirements

This entail what the users of the system want it to do for them, that is. What the system should do in

order to achieve the desired objective, they don’t care when the system does whatever it does or

how it does whatever it does.

1 The system should be able to capture and store all employees’ records and details about

them, such even in case of reference purposes beside the intended payment role; it can help

as evidence against sdmething, that is. Generally it should also serve as a company database.

2. The system should also be able to cater for payment of some workers on contract basis and

such workers should be deleted from the database when their respective contract cease or

expire and payment done.

3. Given NSSF,PAYE and any other taxes or allowances by percentage of which they are to be

charged, the system should indicate first, how much the company spends on these taxes and

allowances each month for the entire staff members, this is for accounting and

administrative purposes to help in the decision making process of the organization.

8



4. After computing the necessary taxes, the system should be able to list all the people who

have staff loans, staff sales (employee buying an asset and pay in equal installments) and

advance payments such that they have specific deductions made from their salaries as

agreed by their transaction partners.

5. Computation should be carried out at departmental level, that is, the system should evaluate

the net salaries of employees department after department for the entire company.

6. System should be able to establish connections (should be networked and distributed) with

other banks and necessary tax bodies like NSSF, Banks with which employees have

accounts, loans, such that the necessary deductions are automatically deposited at the

corresponding employees’ or bank accounts.

7. The system should at the end of every month and year print out reports of how much money

has been spent on employees’ salaries and these reports should be submitted to the top

administrators for decision making purposes.

8. Backing up of the system is mandated. at the end of every week, replicated to all other

member servers in the network.

9. Backing up and replication intervals can be made automatic (during system development) or

manual.

10. The system has physical and non physical security measures like log in passwords, access

rights, strong locks, and guards.

11. The system has physical and non physical security measures like log in passwords, access

rights, strong locks, and guards.

9



3.1.2 Non-functional requirements

[‘his may include ways of trying to limit the system or scope of users’ access to they system, they

also involve how well the system should work. Since such computerized systems take a lot of time

and effort by the developers to come up with, the system should be available to only those users

trained to use it for effective output of the system.

fhis will avoid erroneous data entry or wrong input values by non-system users.

1. The system should not be installed on all computers but use the network group policy

objects to assign or publish the software to only a group of users who will need to use the

software. This means the software will only be installed when those users log on to any

machine in the same network segment with their network credentials and when they log off,

the software is uninstalled. This should be implemented by a Microsoft certified systems

Engineer.

2. Security is a priority for such payment systems as any manipulation by unauthorized users

renders data insecure leading to wrong outputs. Managers, Accountants and Human

Resource Department heads should be the only ones with access to the system and other

their privileges should not be same on the system. That is, it is only the Human resource

Managers of Departments, chief Accountants who will have write attribute applied to them

or the add new objects attribute and changing anything in the existing database.

The rest should have read permissions only. Only the IT Manager should have the full

control attribute applied to the Payment system.

3. The system should also be developed with a user friendly interface i.e. graphical user

interface, easy to maneuver, should have the company flag, logo and motto or any other

information relevant as regards the services offered.
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4. The system should include a help facility to provide for reference notes about the general

procedures of operations of the application. However, the help facility should have a limit to

its scope as errors propagated in the system but not due to data entry or manipulation (say

logical or run time errors not identified during the testing and debugging process) should be

logged some where in a log file and the size of the log file should have a limit, such that

once the log file is full, this will mean the error has been persistent and some technical

assistance is needed.

5. To cater for situations where the company has no IT manager, the system should provide for

automatic backing up and replication at a specified interval. You can schedule the

replication and backup interval to take place over the weekend.

6. The system should be installed on a network server since it should be available all the time

to a specific group of users. Also, for emergency cases where a user need access to the

system temporarily or for reference purposes, the system should be able to run remotely by

accessing using terminal services configuration. This should be done by a Microsoft

certified systems Engineers.

4.2 Software requirements

The software system is easy to install on any computer set, by simply running the set executable

file. Microsoft access 2000 and visual basic 6.0 as the software package tools with windows XP or

windows 2000 as the operating system.

42.l Investigation of the system.

With specification and design, we look at the principles and guidelines that the system design is to

operate efficiently. The design involves creating objects in forms indicating the names, captions,

and settings.
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The design puts up the interface picture and also the diagrammatic representation of the data flow in

the system.

4.2.2 Background of the project

The project is composed of a number of designs and documentation tools which include the forms

that consist of the labels, frames, command buttons and Ado data control. The plan of one of the

main forms is shown below and it can be implemented in visual basic language with he tools

mentioned above.

Fig 1 .OA plan of the main form

I I II

I________
I I
F I I
I I

I I
I I
I I I I

I _____

I _________

I I I I I I

Below is a design view for the one of the tables and the same format was used for the rest of the

tables.
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FIG 1 .1 Desirn of the main table:

Field name Data type Description

First name Text

Last name Text

Emp ID Text

Designation Text

Gender Text

Tel Nurn Text

DOB Date/time

DOJ Date/Time

History Text

4.2.3 Proposed system

With the advent flow chart of the proposed system, the data to the automation and organization of

the system is as shown below.FIG 1.2 a flow chart of the nroposed system

[ Register in system

~
~ Login

4,
Check in the MDI

Open a desired form

or add records in the form

4,
Close form

1~)



1.2.3 The menu design

Flie main menu was created using visual basic’s MDI form feature which collects all the smaller

forms and provides a way of accessing them individually. There is a menu for reports and another

for entry forms. These menus give access to a form or report and after return control to the main

interface.

The figure below shows the flow chart of how the user can have access to the forms and reports.

FIG 1 .3A flow chart of how the user can have access to the forms and reports.

4.2.5 Data input and out put

This comprises of all the in fro input that I correct and well built into the case of the computer to

produce report. The system is linked to database tables where it stores data and keeps updating the

data in case of any change and more so to remove invalid data for employees.

4.3 Hardware requirements

During hardware evaluation it was found that the machines in use were not enough. This meant that

all the necessary hardware was needed. The hardware requirements included;

- Eight computer sets, including, mice, keyboards and monitors

Pentium IV processor with processing speed of 2.4GHz.

- CD-Rom drive

-128-256 MB RAM

-40-80 GB Hard disk

All the computers were are to be networked, with one of them serving as a central server.

Other necessary peripherals include UPS, photocopier, network cables and a switch.

Employee details
The wages earners
Summary of the payroll system
User documentation

14



Judging from the activities within the Company, large amounts of data have to be captured. It

therefore needs hardware that can handle large volumes of data at fast rates to ensure efficiency and

effectiveness

4.4 Security requirements

-The use of passwords to prevent unauthorized persons from gaining access to information.

-The use of antivirus to guard your PC from viruses and worms

-Safeguarding of rooms where computers are by locking them when not in use and use of

identification badges for anyone who wants to enter.

4.4.1 Security Controls

4.4.1.1 Login Control

Security was mainly enforced at the entry level that requires registration into the system by

acquiring a username and password before gaining access to the system. This was implemented to

prevent unauthorized persons from manipulating the company data and also stealing vital

information from the system. Below is the form for logging in for the administrator or a user gct

into the payroll system.

FIG1 .4The figure below is the login form

— X~J(~_ ~~L~LLl
N<unr~ee~Pfl ~4d ~,d ‘~c~ he Vnn

* - ~-* * ____ r -



4.4.1.2 Permissions

It was also enforced at the managerial access level where buttons were disabled to prevent other

users other than the manager from accessing managerial functions.

4.5 Implementation Tools

4.5.1 User Interface

The user interface was developed using Visual Basic using the forms function and toolbox to draw

the control buttons ad coding them to function as required. Visual basic was chosen because of the

simplicity with which it works in interface designing and also because the designer had in —depth

knowledge of the programming language.

4.5.2 Database

The backend was developed in Ms Access because the data stored is that much and it did not

require a more advanced database application like oracle. Just like visual basic, access was also

chosen because of its simplicity in operation.

Below is the figure showing the implementation of the design view of the payroll table one main or

the tables.

FIG 1 .5 Design view figure for the payroll table

~—f~~I
~ ~do ~L~° tootot noN doodon. tootp —

. —

{ hrot N tnro TYpe ~rtp,o- —
LT~

lot
or rrror~rd foot
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doN, tO tot 0000
o~ooroto
tACo 0 toot
d°o~ 00*00 t00r

p—too tro°ot .ot It <I
- Toot

Ect~o -

°ooLTPr pr ttoo

on°o°-rj i~ too

Zle’000 1 Vo0.o

-o dsbor Pot
0 todoo -~ A toed ono° on N, ,jp ton— cot OctO°0 tong o°ctodorot 000 on Ito-on ri tot 0&t, or hoot pot.o
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The design view shows how data is first planned before being implemented. Here we need the data

type and description of the records in the database.

Database provides a wide space for all the tables you need to store product information. A table in a

database is a correction of rows and columns.

Below is an implementation of the pay roll table record details.

FIG 1.6~

~ ~. - •.. ...:

~ E~e Edt ~jevi Insert Formet Pecord~ Toole W~ndov~ Help ~ X

~ LI ‘ -

j ~~
IHmugisha dHn~ NEC7S tales manager rn~l2 07152434 3~!l972 2~i2~

l~

te:~d ~ ~ H ~ of 2

DaOsheet Vie~ NUN
~--~----~

The same case forms such as Registration for the payroll system, employee details, and the wage

earners have their own table that is log in table, pay roll table, and wage respectively.
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4.6 Forms

4.6.1 Navigation and Editing

The forms, were designed using the company colors and contain buttons for navigation such as

next, previous, last and editing buttons for purposes of adding, deleting , canceling and also

retrieving functions in form of searchers using the primary key.

4.6.2 Validation controls

The entry forms were implemented with user controls that prevent the users from entering data that

does not match the required one either in terms of data types, size or even content.

They either display error messages to the user or simply do not accept the entry by a particular.

4.6.3 Programming execution implementation

The most part of the coding is explained as follow:

The researcher has used ADO data control to over come some limitations when you use data

control. The name of the general form is employee details. The code for the whole project is in the

Appendix C.

4.6.4 The actual appearance of the form

The actual appearances of the employee details form one of the forms.

FIG 1 .7 the figure above is employee details form.

Er00o~, b~ d~L~ D~p~ ~ ~ 00 P00NENTS 000001

NEC PAYSLIP LooTE 4/5/4

Er~p0,p,,4 d&o~k

500L/.L NO scoi Do

NAMES .fLa~-~--~~- N S SE

SALON/SCALE ~ P0/SE

BA/SC 040 ~o A1~.6 300000

OU/SNA

COLA CUMFTJ~E NET PAY,

UN fill 5~rooi 4 1430

o.000<OoTl0.SF. 60000 DEDUCIIONS
102. 00000

CON/SJUDATE[ ~5~i~”
MONIULO

4 4 oLS L i 04 LLUSEIO-’M
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The above form is used for capturing employee’s details into the system. After filling in the details

in the text boxes, the system will demand of you to click on the employee’s bio details button,

another form will be displayed for inputting the employee’s bio data. After filling it, the system will

demand of you to click on the Department information button, another form will be displayed for

inputting information about the employee in the department he! she works in. the there after the

system will demand of you to click payment information where in this form data about payments is

captured and finally you click compute and it displays the net pay of the employee. These forms are

shown in the Appendix C.

4.6.5 The actual appearance of the report.

Reports are used to print information from a number of records. Reports show the data from the

table. In addition to records. they may show summary information relating to the records displayed.

For example the. FIG 1.8 figures below shows a report for SALARY Earners.

~~crn i oo..~

NAT~ONAL ENTERPRISE CORPORAT~ON SALARY
EARNER’S REPORT

/~LI~PA US 600000 100000 50000 50000

I ~?Q5flQ
60000 200000 470000 4/5’Q

t~r3nted on Th~ ~niny. PAGE

~

Reports for employees from payroll and wage earners forms can be created giving summary

information related to the records displayed.
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4.6.6 User Help

They have help (tool tips) that appear when the user points to a given text box with the mouse and

guides the user in what is required of them. This was meant to reduce the errors in data entry.

4.7 Management Reports

The reports are to aid management in decision making and analyzing staff performance as well. The

reports are accessed through menus on the main interface and can be printed out or simply viewed

on the screen.

They were created from the most commonly sought queries made at the company and are therefore

limited to listing out the customer and staff debtors, tasked accomplished by the staff and also

details about staff and customer inn regards to place of residence, next of kin and others.

The reports we implemented using visual basic’s project designers feature and it involved querying

individual tables in the database.

4.8 Deployment Diagram

After we have modeled the static and dynamic aspects of the pay roll system, we need to define

how we plan to deploy the application components of the system.

So we need to identify the component that needs to be deployed then we can identify the

deployment environment we need.

Assumption is that the system has been portioned on the lines of the model view controller

architecture. The pay roll system will also interact with a database to store and retrieve the data

manipulated by the application.

The components of the pay roll system will be primary elements represented in the deployment

diagram. These components include;

The view

The controller

The database access.

Then after identifying the primary elements for the payroll system, we will identify the deployment

environment, which is normally well portioned to ensure that the application components have

proper resource s in their execution environments. So below are the nodes of our deployment

environment.
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FigI .9 Deployment Diagram for the Payroll Management System

PRDAPP SERVER PRDDB SERVER

~~LuitahIc L~ / /

The figure above shows the deployment diagram for the payroll management system. The figure

shows three nodes PRD — FORMS, PRD- APP-SERVER, PRD-DB SERVER that represents the

nodes for the Forms for interfaces. Application server and database server respectively.

The view, model and controller components are depicted in the Application server node and the

three are interconnected to denote association between the achieved security to a certain level, the

developer puts up login dialogue boxes at the start up of the system,, and privileges were catered for

to required level such that every one must first register for an account t use the system. It is only

administrator on the system that can add accounts to the system and give users what permissions.

The payroll management system is concerned with the addition, updating and general management

of employees’ records and their payment.

The pay payroll requires that every employee whether salaried or wage earner to be registered by

the system including all their bio data and their employment details.

After registration. the person in charge of the system or the system developer manages the payment

of’ employees at they end of the month or when need rises. The system is made up of a number of

forms to achieve the above tasks. For security purposes, the system requires the user to first have

an account. or to register to be able to use the system

At logon. the user is prompted for their user name, password and profile, which dictates the

privileges or permissions they have on the system.

Depending on the tasks to be performed by a user, users can have rights to read only. write only.

read and write, or full control of them in the payroll management system.
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4.8.1 The Forms! Interfaces.

This node represents the interfaces that are to be viewed by the user of the system. They present the

user with only data they need to see or that data relevant to the particular user.

The user makes requests for the data using interfaces and responses might be through these

interfaces, reports or through the error messages. Visual basic interfaces have been employed to

achieve this.

4.8.2 Application Server

This node will process user requests from the forms or interfaces and send application responses

back to the forms.

The application server therefore processes these requests on behalf of the database for quicker and

more secure retrieval of data.

The application server node will host the different components like view, controller, model and data

base access. In built visual basic components like the ADO data control and ODBC or OLEDB

technologies are deployed to achieve the design.

4.8.3 The Database Server

The database server node will host the database server used by the components in the application

server node to store and retrieve the data used by the pay roll management system.

Database management systems like Microsoft Access have been deployed to achieve the task at

hand.

4.9 Use Case in the System

The potential business processor flows in the payroll management system through:

- Manage Payroll System.

- Accounts clerks

- Employee

- Bank

As we analyze the problem statement further, we can determine some discrete processes within this

business flow. To pay employee, the actor needs to have the ability to some functions. So within

the ‘Pay Employee’ use case, we can identify the following sub processes;

Determine Salary Grade.

Every employee in the Organization is associated with a Salary Grade depending of their job

descriptions or their responsibilities in the Organization.

Ascertain Basic Salary
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They are therefore assigned to a salary grade at the time of employment. So whenever information

is collected about an employee, we ascertain their basic salary from their salary grade.

Ascertain Gross Pay

This is as a result of all Allowances (say transport, lunch, housing, overtime plus any other

allowances allowed) that the Employee is entitled to; summed up and added to the employee’s

basic salary.

Ascertain Net Pay.

The employee’s net pay is a sum of all the deductions (like Advances , mortgage loans., pay as

you earn, NSSF plus a lot of other taxes or deductions incurred), which are then subtracted from

the Gross Pay ascertained above.

Issue Pay Slips

This is the task of the Accounts Clerk who after the necessary calculations involved in ascertaining

the Net Pay deposits the Employee’s cheques in their respective Banks.

The bank then guarantees the receipt of these cheques by issuing the Accounts Clerk pay slips who

then delivers these pay slips to the corresponding employees to guarantee that their salaries have

been deposited.

The employee presents this pay slip at the bank to withdraw their payments and there accounts are

credited accordingly.

Similarly. the ‘Manage Payroll System’ use case can be refined into smaller discrete processes like;

However, an employee is not a very active participant in the system as they only receive Pay slips

from the Accounts Clerk and receive payments from the Bank. But we shall still record them in our

use case model since we do not want to lose this business information. So our primary list of

Primary Actors has come down to;

Bank

~ Accounts Clerk

Store Payments! deposits made

After the accounts Clerk has deposited the Employee’s cheques in their Banks and given pay slips

by the bank, they need to record the payments made in the system for decision making purposes

and generation of monthly and annual reports.

Generate Monthly Report

The accounts Clerk has the task of generating monthly reports and annual reports to be presented to

senior managerial staff.
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Backup system

[Je also has to back up the system has to be scheduled at the end of every month since normal

nteraction is critical at the end of the month.

The diagram figure 1 . 1 0 below is for use cases for the payroll system.

Accounts

Clerk

Bank

The main roles of the actors

1. MANAGER PAYROLL SYSTEM

o He or She has the overall rights to the system.

o He or she registers the accounts clerks

• He can delete or add an accounts clerk

• He also installs the payroll system software

2. ACCOUNTS CLERKS

• To enter and delete employees’ information.

• The manipulate the payroll system

• They also issue pay slips to the employees and the bank

3. Employee

• 1-Ic or she gets a pay slip from the accounts clerk
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o He or she withdraws the salary from the bank

4. BANK

o Gets the pay slip from the accounts clerk

Gives the employees there salary and wages

3.10 State Diagrams

The pay roll management system undergoes a number of noticeable state changes; we will

concentrate on the employee object which undergoes the greatest number of states in the system. A

slate diagram can there fore be defined for the entire system, a sub system or simply an object.

The employee object undergoes a number of noticeable changes in the system right form the

employee creation to the deleting of the employee.

The events that occur in the lifecycle of the employee object are depicted using the State Diagram.

These events include;

• Ad new employee

Ascertain their salary grade

• Ascertain their salary scale

o Calculate gross pay

o Calculate net pay

• Generate pay slips

o Update employee records

o Delete employee

Considering the event of ascertaining the Net pay of an employee, if an employee is new to the

organization, then their details have to be added to the system and stored.

They are associated to a salary grade, which is used to ascertain their basic salary.

Depending on the type of employee, whether wage earner or salary earner, we can ascertain their

net pay accordingly.

The pay employee event kicks off other events that are needed to achieve the task at hand. These

events include first of all ascertaining the employee’s net pay, writing the cheques, depositing the

employee’s cheques in their respective bank accounts.

The bank object is involved to make the necessary transaction to take place.

After which the bank object issues a pay slip to the accounts clerk object in each employee’s name

which he ( Accounts Clerk) records down in his Accounting books to allow for future references

and any company decisions.
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The accounts clerk object then gets associated with the employee object to which he issues the pay

slip presented to the bank for payment.

This is supposed to be the flow of activities in take cycle of the employee object.

So the figure below depicts the changes in the state of the employee object as it transits through the

lifecycle.

~ployee

A/c Clerk: calculate gross pay
Gross pay calculated

A/c Clerk Ascertain net

A/c Clerk: calculate Net pay Calculate Net pay

A/c Clerk: Issue pay slips
Issue pay slips

FiG 1 .11 State Diacram of the Employee obicci

4.11 Sequence Diagram

In the pay roll system, we will use the’ pay employee” procedure.

The pay employee flow includes one main participant in the system; the accounts clerk.

This aside, there are other entity that accounts clerk interacts with to achieve the task required, that

is the bank and the employee.

The sequence of steps involved in the’ pay employee’ flow is;

The accounts clerk uses the pay roll system to invoke the ascertain basic salary functionality. The

ascertain basic salary functionality of the accounts clerk invokes the ascertain gross pay

functionality of an employee.

After the gross pay is ascertained, the ascertain gross pay functionality invokes the ascertain net pay

functionality of an employee.
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The ascertain net pay functionality invokes the write cheques functionality, the deposit cheque

functionality of the accounts clerk, credit employee’s account and issue pay slips functionality of

the bank. The issue pay slip functionality of the accounts clerk object initiates the withdraw cash

functionality of the employee object. FIG 1.12 Sequence Dia~rarn for the ‘pay employee Flow

[Object: Accounts Clerk Object: Bank

—~ Ascertain Basic salary

Ascertain Gross pay

Calculate Net Pay

Deposit cheque

Gives pay slips

8-

Object: Employee

Credit Employee a/c

Issue pay slips

Withdraw cash

The figure above shows the sequence Diagram for the ‘pay employee” flow.

The diagram uses the accounts clerk, employee and bank classes that we identified in the earlier in

the class diagram of the pay roll management system.

The verification and the validation of the system

At this stage the system undergoes various testing so that whichever error is detected is fixed

debugging.

The system internal logic was to test to confirm that all branches and modules function effectively.

This is structure or white box testing.

There is also testing against the specification attending much on how its functions are executed.

Though a lot remains to be supplemented to the system to make self-based against hard copy, it is

considered that the system has carried out most of the operations, which it was intended for.
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Quality Assurance Procedures

For the delivered product to meet its specifications and proper implementation of the requirements,

quality procedures and standards have to be set up and ensure that they are followed.

The quality of a developed product is influenced by the quality of the production process. Care must

therefore be taken not to impose inappropriate process standards, which could reduce rather than

improve the product quality.

On agreement with the NEC (customer), the researcher continued with the architectural design of

the system using the UML notation.

Different design models were used to come up with the general system flows and procedures.

These helped the researcher to have thorough understanding of the process flow in the system.

Balancing the procedures or standards of the organization with those required for the software

development process was not such an easy task. Say, the organization wanted a system that could

immediately be used by the intended users without unduly efforts or the need for advanced training

in a short period of time.

At the same time, the team had to use the best practices involved in software development process

to avoid any past mistakes.

The organization also required an evolving system that could be updated with ease, affordably to

meet the growing needs of the organization.

To achieve the requirement the researcher had to take time to assume the possible future

enhancements such that there room could be catered for during the implementation of the designs

into code.

The determination and commitment to achieve a common objective were pillars for the success of

this project.

Because the system was separated into modules developed individually, each module had to be

individually tested by the developer. Bugs and syntax ei~ors were all removed during the coding

and each component was tested for logical errors.

These modules were integrated one at a time and tested first for any interface interaction problems

or any logical en~ors that could compromise functionality.

Other modules were then added one at a time to the subsystem, tested for individual module or

component interactions, errors and until the final system was constructed.

After proper integration, the system was tested as a whole by the researcher and then other users

that did not participate in the coding process to help uncover any system weaknesses and risks.
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Different test cases were done by the system with incorrect inputs and general operational behavior,

how meaningful the error messages are to the user.

Responsiveness, memory utilization and CPU access times were checked, exception handling

capabilities to avoid breakdowns.

The system was further tested for overflows, functionality of logical expressions and bound

operations in looping structures.

Concurrency control is the process where two or more users can access a system and carry out any

operations simultaneously without interferences or loss of data by the system.

However, due to constraints associated with project, to certain level, the concurrency control

functionality was not properly implemented.
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CHAPTER FIVE

EVALUATION, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

SO INTRODUCTION

This chapter looks at the final phase of the system development. At this stage the system has under

gone several stages such as design specification and implementation.

The chapter presents the evaluation on the work done, future work prospects, recommendations, the

system verification and validation, maintenance, limitations and delimitations.

51 EVALUATION

Software Engineering is concerned with solving customer’s problems through systematic

ievelopment of large and complex systems given the time, budget and any other constraints.

Ascertaining the results of the system developed, it was a good inspiration. The researcher has

.itilized the time that was set to do whatever was possible to ensure the objectives that were

equired.

All the codes of the system development connection activated successfully apart from the few that

iid not contain the required output.

flie researcher could not avoid to mention how difficult and tiresome for the system’s development

ecause of the complexity and over ambitious project objectives.

3ecause it was difficult, the evaluation of the output of the system developed is also of high quality

md once the board of examiners has satisfied itself that the researcher’s effort is reasonably

;uccessful, to appreciate to estimate the degree of its success.

5.2 Future improvements.

fhe payroll system at the moment is using a Microsoft access database connected to the interfaces

ising object database connectivity (ODBC) technologies.

There is a limit on the number of users all Microsoft access databases can store.

~s the organization grows, there’s need to change the DBMS to a more reliable and scalable

)BMS.
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vlicrosoft Access also has a problem with concurrent Database access. This is a situation where the

latabase management system can allow more than two users to carry out operations on the same

Database without interfering with the data or overwriting the already existing data. Say use of

Dracle DBMS, Sybase, and SQL Server 2005 etc.

The Payroll System also has to be evolved to meet the heterogeneity challenge.

A scenario where the system has to run as a distributed system running on a network that supports

many types of computers and support systems.

The challenge is to therefore evolve this system to be more dependable with cross platform

capabilities.

The developed Payroll system should be portable.

Most visual basic applications require a lot other libraries to be running on the machine on which it

is going to be deployed.

Visual basic applications cannot run effectively on Linux or UNIX system without the necessary

libraries. So there is need for a more portable environment.

Security was not also implemented to the expected level; this was due to the scope required of the

project and the time expectations.

The system should be evolved to provide for a way of the system getting direct interaction with the

banking system to totally phase out the Accounts clerk movements in depositing the cheques.

For quite some time the project was complex and over ambitious compared to how the researcher

had thought or planned for a fully functioning system to be produced due to some few sub

connections that are non functional and some data that is supposed to be contained in the system.

Unfortunately the complexity of the project in relation to what was required could not be achieved.

h will therefore be necessary to upgrade the system so as to cater for all classes for a whole duration

of the programmed.

It is my prayer that in a near future more organization will invest in electronic system to enhance

the dream of computer science.
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5.4 The maintenance of the system

Maintenance is the modification of a software system after delivery to the user. The programmer is

required to ensure that she or he has got editors that can be able to amend any of the system through

the object.

5.5 Hardships during the research progress

Time was such a factor that was a great challenge to the researcher in order to achieve the required

system.

Balancing the little time between the regular school time with the time for information collection

and reconciliation was a big sacrifice to the researcher. Information collection cost the researcher a

lot of time due to a lot of turndowns, failure of management to respond to meeting in time

combined with the rigidity in organizations made the task a bit hard.

The implementation of the interfaces was done concurrently with the analysis and design phase.

Another problem was availability or access to information.

Organizations consider their company vulnerable to risks making their data readily available to

outsiders.

Political and company policies associated with the National Enterprise Corporation made it hard to

get the information, like salary grades, responsibilities in the organization, etc; it was normally after

continued persistence.

The costs incurred by the researcher were a personal sacrifice because he had to cater for his

transportation costs to the required information. As writing and typing the dissertation was

relatively demanding in terms of time and energy which a rose as a fact of sharing limited

resources.

The researcher had to foot all the bills involved in this project like stationery costs, printing costs

and a lot other costs in this regard.

Lastly it was a tiresome process in design analysis and coding.

5.5.1 Limitations

Due to several situations, time and finances limited the researcher’s abilities to an extent, These two

seemed to be a major cause of hindrance for the researcher from achieving full project goals. The

project was costly as in terms of funds to enable the researcher acquire hard copies.

The project was much ambition however most of the system was functioning by the time of

submission.
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5.5.2 Delimitation

Due to the fixed area of research the researcher centered on, explains why the information expected

by the users could not be included however the system was in position to give solutions.

5.6 Conclusion

The development of the system was the major achievement in the field of the computer science and

information technology. Within the limited period of time, I came up with a system to meet

information requirements of many users in the organization.

As time goes by, more ideas come up, some of which can make the system more efficient. Non-the

less, am so happy the system was a success.
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APPENDIX A
KAMPLA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF COMPTER AND INFORMATION TECHOLOGY
QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear Respondent. I am carrying out a research on NEC PAYROLL SYSTEM as part of the
academic requirements for the award of the diploma in computer science. Please take a few minutes
of your precious time and answer these questions. The study is entirely academic and will only
serve academic purposes while your answer will be treated with utmost confidentiality.

PART 1: INFORMATION ABOUT THE EMPLOYEE

• First name other
names

2. Place of residence Tel
office mobile

3. Designation
4. Name of your department
5. How long have you been working in this department? (please tick the appropriate box)

<6months ~ lyear ~ 2-Syears ~ over 5 years ~

6. Do you have any accounting knowledge?, if yes, to what level?

7. Do you have any computer knowledge?. If yes, to what level?

PART 2: INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR COMPANY

8. What is the name your company?

9. What is the location of your company?

1 0. How many departments do you have at Headquarter?

Ii. How many employees belong to each department?

12. List the names of the department(s) if any.

13. How many subsidiary companies do you have?

1 4. List the names of subsidiary companies if any.



PART 3: INFORMATION ABOUT THE CURRENT SYSTEM.

1 5. What is the name of the current system?

16. What kind of system do you have? (please tick the appropriate box)

iVlanual system

Computerized system ~

None

17. Who makes the payroll?

Accounts assistant

Cashier

Accounts clerk

Accountant

18. How often do you pay your employees?

Weekly ~

Monthly ~

19. How long do you take to make a payroll.(please tick the appropriate box)
<2 days ~ 3-5days~ 5-lOdays ~

20. how do you complete your Gross pay and net pay?

21. What is the mode of payment?

Cash

Cheque ~

22. Do employees sign any where after receiving their salary?

Yes ~

No~
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23. list the problems you face when preparing a payroll

24. Suggest solutions to the above listed problems

PART 4: INFORMATION ABOUT NEW SYSTE1SL

25. Do you think that a new computerized system may solve some ofyour problems?

Yes r:
No[EJ

26. If yes list some of the problems that may be solved by the computerized system

27. What are your expectatidns about the new computerized system?

28. How many computers do you have in your department
10

2-S C

6-1O[E]

29. Do you have an IT department in your company?
Yes C

NoC

Thank you
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APPENDIX B

KAMPALA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
INTERVIEW GUIDE

1. What is the name of your company?

2. What is the location of your company?

3. How many employees are on your payroll?

4. How many departments do you have in your company?

5. Rate the knowledge of users on IT skills.

Ordinary level _______I

Intermediate level I

Advanced level

6. Rate the knowledge of users on accounting skills.

Ordinary level I I

Intermediate level I

Advanced level I

7. Do you have an IT department in this company?

8. If yes how many computers do you have?

9. If yes are your computers networked?

10. What are some of the problems you face with the current system?

11. How do you try to over come such problems?

12. What are some of the security feathers does your system have?

END
2



APPENDIX C (SOURCE CODE)
Flash form
Option Explicit
Private Sub Form KeyPress(KeyAscii As Integer)

Unload Me
frmmainrnenu. Show

End Sub
Private Sub Form Load()

lblVersion.Caption = “Version” & App.Major & “.“ & App.Minor & “.“ &
App.Revision

lblProductName.Caption = App~Title
End Sub
Private Sub Frame I ClickQ

Unload Me
End Sub
Mdi form code
Private Sub MNUBIODATA_Click(Index As Integer)
Biodata.Show
End Sub
Private Sub MNUCLOSE Click(Index As Integer)
Unload Me
End
End Sub
Private Sub MNUDEPT Click(Index As Integer)
dept_detai ls.Show
End Sub

Private Sub MNUPAYMENTS_Click(Index As Integer)
payrnents.Show
End Sub

Private Sub MNUWAGES_Click(Index As Integer)
wages. Show
End Sub
Payment form code
Dim NSSF As Double
Dim NNSF As Double
Dim PAYE As Double
Dim ADVANCE As Double
Dim TOTAL As Double
Dim basic As Double
Private Sub cmdaddClick()
Dim intAdd As Integer
intAdd MsgBox(”Are You sure you want to add a new record?”, vbYesNo,
“Attention”)
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If intAdd vbYes Then
Adodc I .Recordset.AddNew
Else
MsgBox (Record is Not Added”)
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmddeleteClick()
Dim intdelete As Integer
intdelete = MsgBox(”Are you sure you want to delete”. vbYesNo, “Confirm”)
If intdelete vhYes Then
Adodcl .Recordset.Del etc
Text9.Text =

Text8.Text =

Text7Text =

Text6.Text =

MsgBox (“Record deleted”)
Else
MsgBox (“Record not deleted”)
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdexit Click()
Unload Me
End Sub
Private Sub cmdfirstClick()
IfAdodcl.Recordset.BOF True Then
MsgBox (“already on the fisrts record”)
Else
Adodc I .Recordset.MoveFirst
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdlastClick()
If Adodcl .Recordset.EOF True Then
MsgBox (“this is thc last record”)
Else
Adodc I .Recordset.MoveLast
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdnetpayClick()
NNSF Val(T3.Text)
PAYE = Val(T4Text)
ADVANCE = Val(T5.Text)
TOTAL NNSF + PAYE + ADVANCE
basic — VaI(Tl .Text)
T6.Text Str(TOTAL)
T7.Texi — Str(basic - TOTAL)
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End Sub
Private Sub crndnextClickQ
If Adodcl .Recordset.EOF = False Then
Adodc 1 .Recordset.MoveNext
Else
MsgBox “already at the tabl&’, vblnforrnation
Adodc I .Recordset.MoveLast
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdpreviousClick()
If Adodcl.Recordset.BOF = False Then
Adodc I .Recordset.MovePrevious

iblrecno.Caption = Val(iblrecno.Caption) - 1
Else
MsgBox already at the end of the tabl&’, vblnforrnation
Adodc I .Recordset.MoveFirst
End If
Exit Sub
End Sub

Registor form code
Private Sub crndcancelClickQ
End
End Sub
Private Sub cmdclearClick()
txtname.Text =

txtpassword.Text =

End Sub
Private Sub cmdconfirmClick()
Userinfo.Recordset.Fields(”USERNAME”) txtname.Text
Userinfo .Recordset.Fields(” PASWARD”) txtpassword. Text
Userinfo.Recordset. Update
Register.Hide
Form I .Sliow
End Sub
Private Sub Form LoadQ
Userinfo .Recordset.AddNew
End Sub
Private Sub cmdsaveClickQ
Dim intsave As Integer
intsave MsgBox(”Are you sure you want to save”, vbYesNo, “Confirm”)
If intsave = vbYes Then
Adodc 1 .Recordset.Save
MsgBox (“Record has been saved”)
Else
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MsgBox (‘Record not saved’)
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdsearchClick()
Dim strsearch As String
strsearch = InputBox(”Enter the DEPARTMENT ID here”)
Adodcl .Recordset.MoveFirst
While Not Adodcl.Recordset.EOF
If LCase(strsearch) LCase(Adodc 1 .Recordset.Fields(0)) Then
MsgBox (“search successful”)
Exit Sub
Else
Adodc .Recordset.MoveNext
End If
Wend
MsgBox (“record not found”)
Adodc I .Rccordset.MoveFirst
End Sub
Private Sub Command I Click()
Biodata. Show
End Sub
Private Sub Command2Click()
dept_details. Show
End Sub
Private Sub Command3Click()
payments. Show
End Sub
Private Sub Command4Click()
NSSF = Val(TI.Text) * 0.1
T2.Text Str(NSSF)
End Sub
Private Sub Comrnand5Click()
DataReporti . Show
End Sub

Wage form code
Private Sub cmdaddClick()
Dim imAdd As Imeger
intAdd = MsgBox(”Are You sure you want to add a new record?”, vbYesNo,
“Attention”)
If intAdd vbYes Then
Adodc 1 .Recordset.AddNew
Else
MsgBox (“Record is Not Added”)
End If
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End Sub
Private Sub cmddeleteClick()
Dim intdelete As Integer
intdelete = MsgBoxQ’Are you sure you want to delet&’, vbYesNo, “Confirm”)
If intdelete vbYes Then
Adodc 1 .Recordset. Delete
MsgBox (Record deleted”)
Else
MsgBox (“Record not deleted)
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdexitClick()
Unload Me
End Sub
Private Sub cmdfirstClick()
If AdodcLRecordset.BOF = True Then
MsgBox (“already on the fisrts record”)
Else
Adodc 1 .Recordset.MoveFirst
‘iblrecno.Caption = 1
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdlast Click()
If Adodc I Recordset.EOF = True Then
MsgBox (“this is the last record”)
Else
Adodcl .Recordset.MoveLast
‘iblrecno Caption Adodc 1. Recordset.RecordCount
End If
End Sub
Private Sub crndnextClick()
IfAdodcl.Recordset.EOF False Then
Adodc 1 .Rccordset.MoveN ext

iblrecno.Caption Val(iblrecno.Caption) + I
Else
MsgBox “already at the table”, vblnformation
Adodc 1 .Recordset.MoveLast
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdpreviousClick()
If Adodcl .Recordset.BOF = False Then
Adodc 1. Recordset.MovePrevious

iblrecno~Caption Val(iblrecno.Caption) - I
Else
MsgBox “already at the end of the table”, vblnformation
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Adodcl .Recordset.MoveFirst
End If
Exit Sub
End Sub
Private Sub cmdsaveClick()
Dim intsave As Integer
intsave = MsgBox(”Are you sure you want to save”, vbYesNo, ‘Confirm”)
If intsave = vbYes Then
Adodcl .Recordset.Save
MsgBox (“Record has been saved”)
Else
MsgBox (“Record not saved”)
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdsearchClick()
Dim strsearch As String
strsearch = InputBox(”Enter the serial number here”)
Adodc I .Recordset.MoveFirst
While Not Adodc 1 .Recordset.EOF
If LCase(strsearch) = LCase(Adodc I .Recordset. Fields(O)) Then
MsgBox (‘search successful”)
Exit Sub
Else
Adodc 1 .Recordset.MoveNext
End If
Wend
MsgBox (“record not found”)
Adodc I .Recordset.MoveFirst
End Sub
Private Sub Command I Click()
Biodata. Show
End Sub
Private Sub Command2Click()
dept_details. Show
End Sub
Private Sub Command3Click()
I~ayn1cnts. Show
End Sub
Private Sub Conimand4Click()
DataReport2. Show
End Sub
Private Sub Comrnand5Click()
T5.Text = Str(Val(T1 * T2 + T3 * T4))
End Sub
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Login form code
Private Sub crndloginClick()
Dim usrname As String
Dim psword As String
Dim usernam As String
Dim pssword As String
Dim msg As String
Register.Userinfo.Refresh
usrname = txtname.Text
psword = txtpassword~Text
Do Until Register.Userinfo.Recordset.EOF
If Register.Userinfo. Recordset.Fields(”USERNAME”).Value = usrnarne And
Register. Userinfo .Recordset, Fields(”PASWARD” )~Va1ue = psword Then
Unload Me
MDIForm 1. Show
Exit Sub
Else
Register. Userinfo. Recordset. MoveN ext
End If
Loop
msg = MsgBox(” invalid password,try again”, vbOKCancel)
If (rnsg 1) Then
Form 1 .Show
txtnarne.Text =

txtpassword.Text = “II

Else
End
End If
End Sub

Department form code
Private Sub cmdaddClick()
Dim intAdd As Integer
intAdd = MsgBox(”Are You sure you want to add a new record?”, vbYesNo,
‘Attention”)
If intAdd = vbYes Then
Adodc 1 .Recordset,AddNew
Else
MsgBox (“Record is Not Added”)
End If
End Sub
Private Sub crnddeleteClick()
Dim intdelete As Integer
intdelete = MsgBox(”Are you sure you want to delete”, vbYesNo, “Confirm”)
If intdelete = vbYes Then
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Adodc 1 .Recordset.Delete
MsgBox (“Record deleted”)
Else
MsgBox (“Record not deleted”)
End If
End Sub
Private Sub crndexitClick()
Unload Me
End Sub
Private Sub cmdfirst Click()
If Adodc 1 .Recordset.BOF = True Then
MsgBox (“already on the fisrts record”)
Else
Adodcl .Recordset.MoveFirst
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdlastClick()
If Adodcl .Recordset.EOF = True Then
MsgBox (“this is the last record”)
Else
Adodcl .Recordset.MoveLast
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdnextClick()
If Adodcl.Recordset.EOF = False Then
Adodcl.Recordset.MoveNext

Else
MsgBox “already at the table”, vblnforrnation
Adodc 1 ~Recordset.MoveLast
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdprevious_Click()
If AdodclRecordset.BOF False Then
Adodc I Recordset. MovePrevi ous

Else
MsgBox “already at the end of the table”, vblnforrnation
Adodc I ~Recordset.MoveFirst
End If
Exit Sub
End Sub
Private Sub cmdsaveClick()
Dim intsave As Integer
intsave MsgBoxQ’Are you sure you want to save”, vbYesNo, “ConfinTi”)
If intsave = vbYes Then
Adodcl ,Recordset.Save
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MsgBox (Record has been saved”)
Else
MsgBox (“Record not saved”)
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdsearch CI ick()
Dim strsearch As String
strsearch = InputBox(”Enter the DEPARTMENT ID here’)
Adodc I .Recordset.MoveFirst
While Not Adodcl .Recordset.EOF
If LCase(strsearch) = LCase(Adodcl .RecordseLFields(O)) Then
MsgBox (“search successful”)
Exit Sub
Else
Adodc 1 .Recordset.MoveNext
End If
Wend
MsgBox (“record not found”)
Adodc 1 .Recordset.MoveFirst
End Sub
Private Sub CornrnandlCiickQ
Biodata.Show
End Sub
Private Sub Coninìand2Click()
dept details. Show
End Sub
Private Sub Command3Click()
payments. Show
End Sub

Employees’ bio data form code
Private Sub crndaddClick()
Dim intAdd As Integer
intAdd = MsgBox(”Are You sure you want to add a new record?”, vbYesNo,
“Attention”)
If intAdd vbYes Then
Adodc 1 .Recordset.AddNew
Else
MsgBox (“Record is Not Added”)
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdcancelClick()
Text9.Text
Text8.Text =

Text7.Text =
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Text6.Text =

End Sub
Private Sub cmddeleteClick()
Dim intdelete As Integer
intdelete Msgl3ox(”Are you sure you want to delet&’, vbYesNo, “Confirm”)
If intdelete = vbYes Then
Adodc 1 .Recordset.Delete
Text9.Text
Text8.Text =

Text7.Text =

Text6.Text =

MsgBox (“Record deleted”)
Else
MsgBox (“Record not deleted”)
End If
End Sub
Private Sub crndexitClick()
Unload Me
End Sub
Private Sub cmdfirstClick()
If Adodcl.Recordset.BOF = True Then
MsgBox (“already on the fisrts record”)
Else
Adodcl .Recordset.MoveFirst
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdlastClick()
If Adodcl.Recordset.EOF = True Then
MsgBox (“this is the last record”)
Else
Adodcl .Recordset.MoveLast
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdnextClick()
If Adodcl.Recordset.EOF False Then
Adodc 1 .Recordset.MoveNext
Else
MsgBox “already at the table”, vblnformation
Adodc I ~Recordset.MoveLast
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdprevious_Click()
If Adodcl.Recordset.BOF False Then
Adodc I Recordset.MovePrevi ous
Else
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MsgBox already at the end of the tabl&’. vblnformation
Adodcl .Recordset.MoveFirst
End If
Exit Sub
End Sub
Private Sub cmdsaveClick()
Dim intsave As Integer
intsave MsgBox(”Are you sure you want to save”, vbYesNo, “Confirm”)
If intsave = vbYes Then
Adodcl .Recordsct.Save
MsgBox (“Record has been saved”)
Else
MsgBox (“Record not saved”)
End If
End Sub
Private Sub cmdsearch Cl ick()
Dim strsearch As String
strsearch = lnputBox(”Enter the DEPARTMENT ID here”)
Adodcl .Recordset.MoveFirst
While Not Adodcl.Recordset.EOF
If LCase(strsearch) = LCase(Adodc 1. Recordsct. Fields(O)) Then
MsgBox (“search successful”)
Exit Sub
Else
Adodc I .RecordseLMoveNext
End If
Wend
MsgBox (“record not found”)
Adodc 1 .Recordset.MoveFirst
End Sub
Private Sub CommandlClick()
Biodata. Show
End Sub
Private Sub Command2 Click()
dept_details. Show
End Sub
Private Sub Command3Click()
payments. Show
End Sub
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APPENDIX D (FORMS)

NEC FLASH FORM

L~ctn~e1u

NEC MAIN MENU FORM

r rirrv
WELCOME TO NATIONAL ENTERPRISE

CORPORATION PAYROLL
INFORMATION SYSTEM

LOGIN REGISTER CANCEL
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REGISTOR PROFILE BEFORE ENTERING THE REGESTOR FORM

— ~

ENTER TOUR PROFILE I OK j
Cancel

REGESTRATION FORM
I~ ~ ii I

Et~~ ~ ~‘

Er y~v~ ~

Cor~m I

~~:iiiiiir rz~.
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LOGIN FORM
- ~ ~t7 Z~ ~ ~i~1 J

Er or Your eerie and poruword ard her; chck he Ogri Burro;;

jcrd

Lorrr

MDI FORM
~aU

FILE

~rr1r )
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MDI FORM
~

~IL,EGODATA

CLOSE PASMENTS

WAGES

DEPARSPIENT DETAILS

‘1
—

EMPLOYEES’ BlO DATA FORM
i~1~ 2~!~ I~L ~11~fl~!L~LI~L1J

ej FRE

En poynn~ bn d~L~ d~M nmnbon

RRST 1IAME ALDID~

arM .?cnld F r’k ceco,d
LAr NAME LAIJEF

~MFLfl (MIENS IIRCI) 1 a aata FI~nI ~na~d
IL

DESIGNATION MANAGER DeN~n rn-aM Prnvnzu~ racord

GEl-IL ER MALE FaN La-N rn-card

TEL ErG 11782207785

DATE OF 7/8/COOS
FORTH

IrSTF OF 5:4/TOO-I
u/ri itl-ri
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DEPARTMENT INFORMATION FORM
~~~L_~ ~ T -~i~ _L Li

PIt

Errp opec bEe dote kept ntotrn&ion ~oyrrer? dorra aflon

~pr 0 crpcor Bank name CENTENaRY

~ro 1 1 bonE 1 cnn

MOEEAGEP Erar oh cray ~

PERMANENT AccororO tpp~ SAVEEEGS

trccorrt no 0rJ~r3S4

sooooo ~°e~ oP cddra-~

NO CHiLDREN

Doirata cord tEar I art 4a0ron

Pa 1 rod Nrar record Prey pro record .aar reoard

~
V

PAYMENT INFORMATION

LEA~ *~LJ
E~ FILE:

Emp opec bra data Dept rporrtrattorr Paporer .t Entorrarer on PAG tENTS REPORT

NEC PAYSLIP DATE

Errpfr ce dateD

aEon NC Dethrctoorn

NyMES ~LtNDA rE S 1 150000

SALARYScALE PA~YE

BoSEL FatA ADVANCE

Crtrrieted net pm
HrJrJVIED IELCOU

CU Laa 511000 COMPJTE NET

UHLTflES 500)0 TOTAL 470)00

DEDLrCTELINLoacradelt a Sr ElrratVJ
iDA 20000

CONSOLEDATE[ 200000
MONTNLr

0dd record Save data Dratete record CLOSE FORM

F rat reccro Neat record Pr~ /rerr reccrd LeO record

V ___
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WAGE FORM
L’~~ $~~VY L/ L~L1

~p ‘AGES REPORT

011SF NpME

~dd~ F~O reco~
LOST 5~,5~T ~

uoirnoo ~ S~”~ de~ NeTt ~ec~rd
10

POURL PAT ~ P~ ~
5000

O~ E~ liME : LL~TE FJF0~

OVER liME
PAT1IENTS

53000
ITPOFUTF TOTAl

PAYMENTS

WAGE EARNERS REPORT

NATIONAL ENTERPRISE CORPORATION WAGES REPORT
First Name Last Name Number Of Hourly Pay Over Time Over Time Total

Hours Pay Paymnt
Ssenna nkobao~ambo I I 2000 3 5000 7000u

Iolemwa 25001(1 8 15000 2 20000 16000jO

10JUlY1l,~ Spoon 2 000uO

TR~0T’ Ply’TrrrETr

I~I1G7~~” ~
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SALARY EARNERS’ REPORT

~~
:~ 1oo,~

NATIONAL ENTERPRISE CORPORATION SALARY
EARNER~S REPORT

4LjND’~ U5 ~OOOO) IOO~)OO 50000 50000

~00flfli~ 470000 $i5~ 0

Grntpdon T~ns~Iay. PAGE

—
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